Abstract-High-order full-state Markov (FSM) chains have been employed to model errors and losses in many wireless studies. The complexity of this modeling paradigm is an exponential function of a random process' memory-length and hence the viability of FSM chains in resource-constrained wireless environments is severely limited. In this paper, we address an important yet unsettled question: What characteristics of high-order FSM chains should be captured by a low-complexity approximate model? We analytically derive vital guidelines for accurate approximation of an FSM chain of arbitrary memory-length. These guidelines lead to a novel constant-complexity model (CCM), which always comprises of five states irrespective of a process' memory-length. Our trace-driven evaluations for 802.11b and GSM channels demonstrate that the 5 state CCM, while providing orders of magnitude reduction in complexity, is comparable to FSM chains and better than linear-complexity models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Error modeling has been used to improve design of communication channels and systems for many decades [1] , [2] , and references therein. Stochastic models of wireless medium access control (MAC) layer impairments -such as packetlosses and bit-errors -have recently attracted significant research attention [3] - [8] . These MAC layer channel models provide important insights into the underlying characteristics of an impairment random process. This insight is essential for design, performance evaluation, and parameter tuning of a wide range of wireless protocols, applications, and services. However, most benefits of a wireless MAC layer channel model can be realized if the model is able to provide realtime and online channel characterization and prediction. In complexity-and power-constrained wireless and mobile environments, such channel characterization is only possible with a low-complexity model. Despite some recent interest in reducing the complexity of wireless models [9] - [13] , development of accurate, pragmatic and low-complexity wireless channel models is still an open problem.
This work focuses on reducing the complexity of an accurate, and arguably the most widely employed, wireless channel modeling paradigm, namely the full-state Markov (FSM) chains. The number of states of an FSM chain is an exponential function of the random process' memory-length -2 k states for a binary random process with a memorylength of k. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as state explosion. High order FSM chains have provided effective models of (binary) wireless and mobile network impairments [3] - [8] . Most of these wireless channel modeling studies have highlighted the compromise in modeling performance that is incurred due to state explosion [5] - [8] .
Some recent research effort has been focussed on tractable wireless channel models [9] - [13] . The tractable models proposed so far have one or more of the following shortcomings: (i) the models are largely based on heuristics and therefore, while such models can capture specific modeling scenarios, these models are not generically applicable to different wireless channels and are not amenable to analytical verification, (ii) the models make unrealistic assumptions that cannot be satisfied in practical wireless channels, (iii) complexity is reduced by compromising model accuracy, (iv) performance 1 of the model is not evaluated for actual wireless traces, and (v) a large number of parameters are required to fit the model to real data. Section V discusses the existing approaches in detail.
In view of the success of FSM chains in modeling assorted wireless phenomena, this work addresses a fairly generic and important, yet unsettled, question: What characteristics of FSM chains should be captured by a low-complexity approximate model? To that end, we first make insightful observations about how an FSM model captures a real-life impairment channel. We then analyze FSM chains and derive important guidelines for the realization of accurate, effective and low-complexity models. These guidelines lead to the main contribution of this paper: a constant-complexity model (CCM) that always comprises of five states irrespective of the underlying process' memory-length.
The performance of the proposed model is compared with FSM chains and the recently proposed linear-complexity models [9] . The performances of all models are evaluated in three wireless and mobile impairment modeling scenarios: (i) 802.11b MAC layer bit-errors at 2 Mbps; (ii) 802.11b MAC layer bit-errors at 5.5 Mbps; (iii) GSM radio link protocol (RLP) layer frame-errors. We show that the linear-complexity models, which have shown reasonable promise in modeling of the 802.11b bit-errors, fail to capture the GSM frame-error behavior. On the other hand, for 802.11 bit-errors as well as GSM frame-errors, the performance of the 5 state CCM is comparable to the exponential-complexity FSM chains and better than the linear-complexity models.
Rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II defines notation and discusses prior GSM and 802.11b studies. Section III analyzes FSM chains, derives guidelines for effective FSM chain approximation, and uses the guidelines to define the CCM. Section IV compares the performance of the CCM with FSM chains and linear-complexity models. Section V describes related work in this area. Section VI summarizes key conclusions of this paper.
II. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
In this section, we define mathematical notation used in this paper. We also provide background on FSM chains and previous wireless modeling studies. Data collected in these previous (GSM and 802.11b) studies is used for performance evaluation of the CCM later in this paper. This section also provides background on linear-complexity models.
A. Burst Representation of Binary Wireless Traces
Wireless error and loss traces are generally represented as a binary time-series
, where x (i) ∈ {0, 1} and l is the length of the time-series. We define x (i) as:
Due to the binary nature of the wireless/mobile impairment traces, we use the term "bit" to represent the smallest possible unit in the time-series, without making any assumption about the underlying meaning of the unit. For example, a bit in a GSM frame-error trace represents a successfully received or corrupted link layer frame. Without loss of generality, a binary time-series can be represented as an interleaved sequence of runs/bursts of good and bad bits (x (i) = 0 and x (i) = 1), i.e.,
, where I i and B i represent the lengths of the i th good and bad bursts, respectively. Previous wireless channel modeling studies have established that this binary data representation is rather suitable for definition and evaluation of a model [6] - [13] . The burst-lengths of good and bad bits are used for empirical performance evaluations in this paper. (Subsequent sections discuss this in further detail.)
B. Full-State Markov Chains
Wireless impairment processes are generally bursty and have a memory-length of greater than one bit. To make such a process comply with the Markov property [14] , a Markov chain is defined such that the random process is characterized by as many bits as the memory-length. At each time instance, a new bit is added to the memory-window and the oldest bit is dropped from the memory-window. The memory-length of a Markov chain is also referred to as its order.
For a memory-length of k bits, a full-state Markov (FSM) chain [8] has a state corresponding to each of the 2 k different possible combinations of k consecutive bits. Transition probabilities between states are computed by (bit-by-bit) sliding a k bit memory-window over the data and counting the number of times a bit-pattern [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k ] is followed by another bit-pattern [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k ]. Note that the number of states of an FSM chain increases exponentially with an increase in memory-length -2 k states for a memory-length of k. Throughout this paper, p i,j denotes the probability of transiting from current FSM state i to FSM state j . We used π i to represent the steady-state probability of being in FSM state i.
C. GSM and 802.11b Modeling Studies
Previous studies have modeled 802.11b and GSM link layer channels using FSM chains. Konrad et al. [6] evaluated performances of FSM chains from order 1 up to 4 for the mobile GSM frame-error channel. Actual frame-error traces were collected over a GSM network. These frame-error traces comprised of a sequence of correctly received RLP frames and dropped RLP frames, where frames were dropped because of mobility or channel corruptions. Thus no information about the error distribution inside a corrupted frame was maintained in the GSM traces. A Markov-based trace analysis (MTA) algorithm was proposed in [6] to demarcate the stationary segments of a trace. The stationary segments were then modeled using varying order FSM chains. It was shown that FSM chains can accurately capture GSM frame-error behavior of stationary data segments.
In [8] , [9] we performed analysis on MAC layer bit-errors at 2 and 5.5 Mbps data rates of an 802.11b wireless LAN. (The 11 Mbps bit-error channel is not Markovian, and instead exhibits long-range dependence [15] . Therefore, [8] , [9] , and the present study focus only on the 2 and 5.5 Mbps data rates.) The 802.11b device driver at the receivers was modified such that instead of dropping a corrupted packet, the device driver passed the corrupted packets to a MAC layer trace collection utility. We evaluated FSM chains of varying orders and concluded that FSM chains with memory-lengths of 10 and 9 are required to model the 802.11b bit-errors at 2 and 5.5 Mbps, respectively.
In this paper, we employ GSM and 802.11b traces collected in [6] , [8] to derive model parameters. Since data collection does not constitute a main contribution of the present work, we do not provide more description of the collected traces. Interested readers are referred to [6] and [8] .
D. Linear-Complexity Models
In a prior attempt to mitigate the exponential FSM model complexity, the authors proposed two linear-complexity models that constrained the complexity to increase linearly with memory-length [9] . The linear-complexity models, although based on heuristics, were shown to be reasonably effective in modeling 802.11b bit-errors at 2 and 5.5 Mbps. In this paper, we show that the linear-complexity models cannot capture the complex frame-error behavior of GSM channels. A brief description of the linear-complexity models follows.
1) Short-Term Energy Model: Each state of this linearcomplexity model represents the number of bad bits in the memory-window. Since the wireless impairment traces have a non-negative binary representation (x (i) ∈ {0, 1}, where a 1 represents an error), the number of bad bits refers to the short-term energy of bad bits in the memory window:
= number of bad bits.
This linear-complexity model was hence referred to as the short-term energy model (SEM). The SEM has k + 1 possible states S i = {0, 1, 2, . . . , k}, where k represents the memorylength and subscript i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , k} is the SEM state index.
The "order" of a SEM is defined as the memory-length that is used to derive the SEM transition probability matrix. It was deduced in [9] that SEMs of orders 10 (i.e., 11 states) and 12 (i.e., 13 states) are required to model the 802.11b bit-errors at 2 and 5.5 Mbps, respectively.
2) Zero-Crossing Model:
The zero-crossing model (ZCM) captured the frequency of bad bits inside the memory-window. The total number of zero-crossings inside a memory-window can be used to ascertain a rough measure of the frequency content. For the present (non-negative) binary sequence representation, true "zero-crossings" do not occur in the sequence x (i). However, this measure can be obtained by discounting the bias and focusing on "zero-crossings" of the sequence x (i) − 0.5, or, equivalently, by tallying "0.5 crossings" in the original sequence x (i). This linear-complexity model has k possible states S i = {0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, where k represents the memory-length and subscript i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , k − 1} is the ZCM state index.
Similar to the SEM, the order of a ZCM corresponds to the memory-length used to derive the ZCM transitions probability matrix. It was deduced in [9] that ZCMs of orders 5 (i.e., 5 states) and 3 (i.e., 3 states) are required to model the 802.11b bit-errors at 2 and 5.5 Mbps, respectively.
III. FSM ANALYSIS
In this section we first state two intuitive observations regarding FSM chains. These observations are then used to derive important characteristics of FSM chains. These FSM characteristics are used in subsequent sections to define guidelines that approximating models should follow. It is important to outline here how we intend to approximate FSM chains. The approximate models of this paper operate by creating partitions of an FSM chain's state space. All FSM states in a partition are then simply aggregated/grouped into a single aggregate state of the approximate process. Hence, in essence this section addresses the following question: How should one define partitions on an FSM chain's state space such that the resulting aggregate process accurately approximates the underlying FSM chain? In other words, we are trying to find out which FSM states can be aggregated together without compromising the FSM model's performance.
A. Observations about FSM Chains
In this section, we state important observations about FSM chains. These observations are employed in subsequent sections to prove properties of FSM chains. The first observation is a direct consequence of the binary nature of the present wireless impairment processes: Observation 1: If a bit-by-bit sliding window is used to compute the transition probabilities of a 2 k state FSM chain then from a current state, X n = i, in one transition an FSM chain can transit to only two possible states given by:
where k is the memory-length of the FSM chain and i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , 2 k − 1 is an arbitrary state from the FSM chain's state space.
In essence, the above observation implies that at each slide of the memory-window the process' current state, i, is subjected to three operations: left-shift by one bit which yields 2i, followed by an addition of a zero (2i + 0 = 2i) or an addition of a one (2i + 1) at the least significant bit (LSB) position, followed by a modulus operation which ensures that if the current state of the process is X n = 2 k−1 then the next state wraps around to state 0 (for X n+1 = 2i) or state 1 (for
Since each FSM state has two transition possibilities, each row of the FSM transition probability matrix will have at most two nonzero entries, given by
Intuitively, one can argue that the number of error-free bits received over any reasonable wireless channel should be much more than the number of corrupted bits. The second observation stated below formulates this claim in terms of FSM chain parameters:
Observation 2: The steady-state probability of state 0 of an FSM chain for wireless channels is much greater than the steady-state probabilities of all other states,
where k represents the memory-length and π i represents the steady-state probability of being in state i of the FSM chain.
The above observation implies that the mean-time spent in state 0 of an FSM chain (i.e., the state with no errors) is much greater than the mean-time spent in all other states. As explained before, it can be intuitively argued that this observation holds for real-life wireless/mobile channels. Table  I gives the steady-state probabilities of the 802.11b 2 Mbps bit-error FSM chain of order 10, the 5.5 Mbps bit-error FSM chain of order 8, and the GSM frame-error FSM chain of order 7. Since the steady-state probability of staying in the good (allzero) FSM state is very close to one for all three cases shown in Table I , we can safely claim that Observation 2 holds for the wireless channels currently under consideration.
B. FSM Analysis
Recall that the objective of the present analysis is to ascertain partitions of the FSM state space. States in a particular partition are then grouped together to form an aggregate state in the low-complexity approximating process. We want to define FSM state space partitions such that the resulting aggregate process, while being less complex, closely matches the FSM chain's characteristics.
Prior channel modeling studies have shown that bursts of good and bad bits on a channel are two fundamental (and arguably the most critical) characteristics that should be captured by an accurate model [6] - [13] . FSM chains have shown considerable promise in capturing these two characteristics for a variety of wireless channels [6] - [8] . Thus the main FSM chain attribute that we focus on is how it captures bursts of good and bad bits. To that end, in this section we derive generalized probability distributions of good-and badbursts for an FSM chain of arbitrary order. The probability distributions are derived in terms of FSM chain transition and steady-state probabilities. These distributions render useful insights into important FSM characteristics, which are used to develop guidelines for defining FSM state space partitions in the following sections.
Before proceeding further, we employ Observation 1 to prove a necessary condition for defining partitions of an FSM chain's state space. Let H and S denote the state spaces of an FSM chain and an aggregate (approximate) process, respectively. Let i ∈ H and S j ∈ S denote two arbitrary states of the FSM chain and the approximate process, respectively. Then the following lemma imposes a necessary condition for defining aggregate states:
Lemma 1: The next state in an aggregate process can be accurately determined only if, for any given i ∈ H, FSM states (2i) mod 2 k and (2i + 1) mod 2 k do not belong to the same aggregate state,
where k is the memory-length, i ∈ H and S j ∈ S. See the appendix for proof of the above lemma. To simplify notation, from this point forward we drop the mod2 k operation (where k is the memory-length) on each FSM state. Thus an FSM state i mod 2 k is simply written as state i. Let I and B denote two random variables characterizing the lengths of good and bad bursts, respectively. We respectively refer to I and B as good-bursts and bad-bursts random variables. We want to derive closed-form expressions of I and B in terms of FSM chain parameters. The expressions for good-and bad-bursts random variables render insights into how an FSM chain captures these random variables. The following theorem states an FSM chain's probability distribution of good-bursts:
Theorem 1: The probability distribution of a good-burst of length exactly l, Pr {I = l}, for an FSM chain of memorylength k is
∀k, l > 0, where
See the appendix for proof of the above theorem. Some explanation of the good-bursts probability distribution is as follows: Let n denote the discrete time index at which a good-burst started. The last bit received before the good-burst must be a corrupted bit, i.e., x (n − 1) = 1. Thus at time instance n − 1, the FSM chain's memory-window had a "1" at the LSB position. In other words, the FSM chain was in an odd state, i.e., X n−1 = 2i + 1, where
For the good-bursts probability distribution, we have to account for (or sum over) all the odd states of the FSM chain. This fact explains the π 2i+1 's in the additive expression of (4). For a good-burst of l bits, the l bits following x (n − 1) = 1 must be error-free, i.e., x (n) = 0, x (n + 1) = 0, . . . , x (n + l − 1) = 0. This results in the multiplicative expression following each π 2i+1 . Thus the multiplicative expression characterizes the state transition path for l good bits starting in FSM state 2i + 1. Since the good-burst ends after l bits, the n + l-th bit must be corrupted, i.e., x (n + l) = 1. The µ i expression characterizes the transition on the n + l-th step depending on whether the total burst-length is smaller or longer than the memory-window.
Similar to Theorem 1, the probability distribution of a badburst of length l is given in the following theorem:
Theorem 2: The probability distribution of a bad-burst of length exactly l, Pr {B = l}, for an FSM chain of memorylength k is
(5) Proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and is skipped for brevity.
The expression for good-and bad-bursts' probability distributions given in (4) and (5) are rather convoluted. Hence, in their present forms these expressions neither offer any obvious insight into an FSM chain's behavior nor are they amenable to further analysis. In the following section, we employ Observation 2 to simplify the probability distribution expressions of (4) and (5) . The simplification in turn leads us to the design guidelines that should be followed by an approximate low-complexity model.
C. Simplification of Good-bursts Distribution
Due to Observation 2, the steady-state probability of FSM state 0 is very high. Consequently, the steady-state probabilities of odd FSM states in the good-bursts expression of (4) are negligible. The terms involving a transition to or from state 0 of the FSM will, hence, dominate the good-burst probability distribution of (4). Moreover, since the channel usually stays in the good state for practical wireless networks, the goodburst-length should in general be significantly greater than the memory-length. Hence, an effective good-bursts probability distribution Pr {I = l} should accurately capture the l ≥ k behavior. The good-bursts probability distribution of (4) for l ≥ k can be rewritten as:
Although the above expression is an approximation of an FSM chain's good-bursts probability distribution, it is clearly more tractable for analysis. A close look at (6) reveals that the parameter characterizing the (approximate) probability distribution is the probability of a good bit transmission followed by another good bit transmission (p 0,0 ) since this is the only parameter in (6) that involves the good-burst length (l). Hence, one important consideration while grouping FSM states should be that the all-zero (i.e., no-error) FSM state is not grouped with a large number of other states. This is a natural consequence of Observation 2 which implies that the mean time spent in the all-zero (i.e., no-error) FSM state is significantly higher than all other FSM states.
Similarly, in addition to FSM state 0, two other important FSM states are state 2 k−1 and state 1 since p 2 k−1 ,0 and p 0,1 are the only parameters, other than p 0,0 , that appear in the approximate probability distribution given in (6) . Hence, due to their relative importance in describing real-life wireless and mobile channels, a good model, in addition to FSM state 0, should not group FSM states 1 and 2 k−1 with too many other states. This guideline will be employed to define the constantcomplexity model.
D. Simplification of Bad-bursts Distribution
For the bad-bursts probability distribution, we again invoke Observation 2 and neglect the terms in (5) that are not multiplied with π 0 . Using this approximation, the bad-bursts distribution (5) can be written as:
The only terms appearing in (7) 
E. Guidelines for Approximating an FSM chain
The analyses of preceding sections are summarized in the following guidelines:
Guideline 1: Any FSM chain state aggregation should satisfy the condition given in Lemma 1. Note that Guidelines 1 and 2 are more assertive than Guidelines 3 and 4. This is due to the analyses of the previous section which outlined that: (i) Guideline 1 is necessary for an accurate model, and (ii) Guideline 2, which is a consequence of Observation 2, is asserted by the approximate distributions of both good-and bad-bursts.
It can be observed that Guidelines 1, 2 and 3 can be easily satisfied in a low-complexity model. However, Guideline 4 is somewhat problematic because putting each 2 j − 1 FSM state, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, in a separate partition (i.e., separate aggregate state) makes the total number of states of the approximate model an increasing function of the memorylength k. Thus satisfying Guideline 4 implies that the resultant complexity (i.e., number of states) of the aggregate model will at least be a linear function of the memory-length. We, on the other hand, want to keep the number of states in the model independent of the underlying process' memorylength. In the following section, we develop a constantcomplexity model which adheres to the first three guidelines. Performance evaluation of the model for GSM and 802.11b channels demonstrates that, although the proposed model ignores Guideline 4, it approximates an FSM chain's behavior with outstanding accuracy. Nevertheless, if linear-complexity is acceptable then Guideline 4 should be incorporated into the design of future wireless channel models.
F. Constant-Complexity Model
In this section, we propose a constant-complexity model (CCM) which adheres to Guidelines 1, 2 and 3. Here, it should be emphasized that the FSM state space partitioning presented in this section is only one of the many possible state assignments. Future low-complexity channel models can define other state partitions which should perform adequately as long as the derived guidelines are followed. The CCM keeps FSM states 0, 1 and 2 k−1 each in a separate partition, while grouping all the remaining FSM states into two partitions. The resulting model always has 5 states irrespective of the memory-length. The structure and transition possibilities of the CCM are illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is clearly outlined by Fig. 1 that the CCM assigns separate (isolated) states to FSM states 0, 1 and 2 k−1 , thereby adhering to Guidelines 2 and 3. All remaining "even" FSM states are grouped in a single aggregate CCM state, while all remaining "odd" FSM states are grouped in another aggregate state. Note that none of the CCM states contains both an odd and an even FSM state, i.e., an aggregate state either contains even FSM states or odd FSM states. Thus Guideline 1 -which requires that FSM states 2i and 2i + 1 are never aggregated together -is satisfied by the CCM. Clearly, irrespective of the underlying process' memory-length, the CCM always comprises of 5 states. Based on our analysis, this 5 state CCM should follow the behaviour of the underlying 2 k state FSM quite closely. This CCM efficacy will be adequately highlighted in the next section where we compare its performance with varying order FSM chains and linear-complexity models.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE CCM
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of the constant-complexity model in three wireless and mobile scenarios: (i) the 802.11b MAC layer bit-error channel at 2 Mbps; (ii) the 802.11b MAC layer bit-error channel at 5.5 Mbps; and (iii) the GSM radio link protocol (RLP) layer frame-error channel. Performance of the CCM is compared with the exponential-complexity FSM model, the linearcomplexity SEM, and the linear-complexity ZCM.
A. Performance Evaluation Measures
The GSM [6] and 802.11b [8] , [9] modeling studies employed different measures to quantify the performances of their respective models. The GSM models were evaluated using standard error between cumulative densities of good-and bad-bursts' distributions generated by the actual frame-error process and a model [6] . For the 802.11b bit-error models, we used an information theoretic measure based on KullbackLeibler divergence [8] , [9] . In this work, we employ both these measures to evaluate the performances of the models under consideration. Brief explanation of the measures follows.
1) Standard Error between Cumulative Densities:
Konrad et al. [6] generated cumulative density functions (CDFs) of good-and bad-burst lengths. (Recall the term "bit" here refers to a successful/unsuccessful transmission. In the present context, a corrupted (error-free) bit refers to a lost (successfully received) GSM frame.) The CDF generated by a model was compared against the CDF computed from actual frame-error traces using standard error as defined below.
Let m(X) and n(X) be two probability mass functions (PMFs) of a random variable X defined over an alphabet set Ψ. Naturally, in the present context X is either the goodbursts or the bad-bursts random variable. We use these two random variables for all subsequent performance evaluations. Let M (X) and N (X) denote the CDFs of m(X) and n(X). Since it is implied that m, n, M and N are all functions of X, for brevity in some of the following mathematical expressions we drop (X) from the notation.
The standard error between M (X) and N (X) is defined as:
where l is the length of the CDFs, i.e., the size of X's sample space. Throughout this paper, M (X) and N (X) respectively represent the CDFs derived from actual GSM traces and traces artificially synthesized by a model. Standard error provides a measure of the error incurred by a model in approximating the actual CDF. Thus small values of standard error imply that a model is a good approximation of the actual source.
2) Entropy Normalized Kullback-Leibler (ENK) Divergence: For the m(X) and n(X) PMFs defined above, the ENK divergence is defined as [8] :
where D (m n ) and H(m) represent the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the entropy, respectively [16] . The distribution m(X) is derived from actual traces, while n(X) is derived from the traces synthesized by a model. The Kullback-Leibler divergence decreases with an increase in similarity between the two probability distributions. Thus small values of the ENK divergence indicate that the model renders a good approximate of the actual random source.
B. 802.11b Bit-Error Modeling at 2 Mbps
Throughout this work (and as substantiated by many prior wireless modeling studies), we inherently assumed that FSM chains are the true models for the wireless channels currently under consideration. Therefore, rest of this paper uses an FSM chain's performance as an evaluation reference to quantify the performances of all other models. Thus performance of a model is compared relative to the performance of the FSM model. A model is a good approximation of the underlying channel if its performance is close to that of the corresponding FSM model. In [9] , we showed that an order-10 FSM chain can accurately model the 2 Mbps bit-error process. Moreover, in [9] it was illustrated that some bit-patterns never occurred in the collected bit-error traces. Such bit-patterns were referred to as the "unused states" and it was shown that their percentage grows with respect to the order of the Markov chain. In all performance evaluations, we use FSM chains that only employ "used states". Therefore, the order-10 Markov chain for the 2 Mbps channel has a total of 548 "used states" instead of the default 1024 states. Our prior work [9] also showed that, in the linear-complexity context, a 10 state SEM and a 5 state ZCM are good approximations of the 548 state FSM chain.
We provide ENK based performance comparison between the 548 state FSM, the 5 state CCM, and varying order SEM and ZCM for memory-lengths ranging from 1 up to 10 in Figs.  2 and 3 . Performance of the 548 state FSM model formulates a criterion for performance evaluation of the CCM, SEM, and ZCM. The longest memory-length of 10 yields a 548 state Fig. 2 . This particular CCM was chosen since it rendered the best overall performance. The performance of CCM models for the remaining memory-lengths will be discussed later. It is clear from Fig. 2 that for good-bursts random variable the CCM performs as well as the 548 state FSM. For the same complexity as the CCM (i.e., 5 states), the linear-complexity models have higher overhead. However, the performance of higher order linear-complexity (SEM and ZCM) models is reasonable. Hence, it can be deduced that the CCM captures the good-bursts behavior of the 2 Mbps wireless MAC layer channel accurately and with lesser number of states than any other model under consideration. Similarly, Fig. 2 shows that the CCM ENK overhead for the bad-bursts random variable is also very small and is quite comparable to the corresponding FSM, SEM, and ZCM. Specifically, the CCM incurs an ENK overhead of 0.053 as opposed to 0.018 for the 4 state FSM, 0.039 for the 5 state SEM and 0.0386 for the 5 state ZCM. Fig. 3 provides further insight into the performance of CCM for different memory-lengths. From Fig. 3(a) it can be observed that the CCM performance for all orders is better than the FSM model, SEM, and ZCM for the good-bursts random variable. In case of the bad-bursts random variable shown in Fig. 3(b) , the performance of all models with memorylengths greater than 3 is comparable. The CCM performance for small orders is better than the linear-complexity models. For high orders, while both linear-and constant-complexity models have slightly greater overhead than the FSM model, the CCM performance is comparable to its linear-complexity counterparts.
The ENK divergence highlights that the CCM provides an accurate and low-complexity bit-error model for 802.11b LANs operating at 2 Mbps. This performance substantiates our initial analysis which outlined that a 5 state CCM can render a performance that is comparable to the respective 2 k state FSM chain. As shown in [9] , the linear-complexity (SEM and ZCM) models also yield very good ENK based performances. In Table II , we list the standard error of good-and bad-burst CDFs generated by a 548 state FSM model, a 5 state CCM, a 5 state ZCM, and a 10 state SEM. (These particular model orders are chosen because they have shown good ENK based performance [9] .) As mentioned before, after training a model artificial traces were synthesized by the model. The good-and bad-bursts' CDFs were then generated from the synthesized traces. The CDFs were compared with a CDF generated from actual 802.11b 2 Mbps bit-error traces. It can be clearly seen from Table II that the 5 state CCM perfectly matches the performance of the 548 state FSM model for both good-and bad-bursts. The standard error incurred by the 10 state SEM and the 5 state ZCM is higher than the CCM for both goodand bad-bursts' CDFs.
Keeping both ENK and standard error into consideration, we conclude that the 5 state CCM outperforms the linearcomplexity ZCM and SEM in modeling of the 2 Mbps bit-error channel. In fact, the 5 state CCM, while providing orders of magnitude reduction in complexity, renders a performance that is quite comparable to the 548 state FSM model.
C. 802.11b Bit-Error Modeling at 5.5 Mbps
In [9] , we concluded that an order-9 FSM chain with 511 used states can accurately model the 5.5 Mbps bit-error patterns. It was also demonstrated in [9] Fig. 4 since it renders the best overall (good-and bad-bursts) performance. It is clear from Fig. 4(a) that the CCM performance for the good-bursts random variable is comparable to or better than all other modeling techniques. Note, however, that the ZCM performs slightly better than the CCM. Thus the CCM and ZCM, even at low orders, capture the good-bursts behavior of the 5.5 Mbps channel very accurately. Similarly, Fig. 4(b) shows that the CCM ENK overhead for the bad-bursts random variable is very small. Fig. 5 outlines the performance rendered by CCMs corresponding to different memory-lengths. From Fig. 5(a) it can be observed that the CCM performance for all orders is better than or comparable to FSM, SEM, and ZCM for the good-bursts random variable. In case of the badbursts random variable in Fig. 5(b) , the performances of all the models except the SEM are similar. Thus, while keeping both complexity and modeling performance under consideration, the ENK divergence asserts that the CCM outperforms its linear-complexity counterparts in modeling of the 802.11b biterrors at 5.5 Mbps.
Table III compares the standard error based performances of FSM model, CCM, SEM, and ZCM in capturing the goodand bad-bursts' behavior at 5.5 Mbps. Table III illustrates that the CCM performance in modeling good-and bad-bursts is quite close to the FSM model. We hence conclude that for the 5.5 Mbps channel the performance of the CCM is comparable to the exponential-complexity FSM model and better than the linear-complexity models.
D. GSM Frame-Error Modeling
The ENK based performances of all the models for the GSM frame-error channel are outlined in Figs. 6 and 7. From  Fig. 6 it is clear that the 5 state CCM outperforms both linear-complexity models. Another important observation is that the linear-complexity SEM is completely unable to capture the frame-error behavior of the GSM channel. The SEM performance for the good-bursts random variable is inadequate even at high orders. For the bad-bursts random variable, the SEM performance fluctuates erratically at high orders and, hence, it is not possible to specify a particular memory-length where the performance saturates. Thus we conclude that the SEM fails to capture the losses in mobile networks.
For the bad-bursts random variable, the ENK divergence of the ZCM for all orders is relatively higher than that of the corresponding CCM. Hence, it can be safely concluded that based on ENK divergence the CCM, while having a fixed and small number of states, outperforms both the linear-complexity models. A closer look at Fig. 7 highlights that, for all memorylengths, the CCM performance is comparable to the respective FSM models for both good-and bad-bursts random variables. Thus the CCM yields an effective and accurate channel model for GSM losses. Table IV lists the standard error based performances of the models under consideration. It is obvious that the CCM renders the closest performance to the FSM model since the CCM standard errors for both good-and bad-bursts' CDFs are very close to the FSM standard error. The conclusion that SEM fails to capture the GSM frame-error behavior is reasserted in Table IV , where the SEM standard errors for both good-and bad-bursts are at least one order of magnitude greater than all other models. It should also be noted that, while the ZCM performance for the good-bursts CDF is quite adequate, the ZCM bad-bursts standard error is also an order of magnitude more than the CCM and the FSM model.
V. RELATED WORK
Chen and Rao [10] , [11] postulated that the Markov chain lumpability framework [14] might be a viable option to reduce the complexity of FSM chains. However, the transition probability matrix of an FSM chain needs to satisfy very stringent constraints 2 in order for it to be lumpable with respect to a state space partition. Accurate wireless modeling necessitates the derivation of the Markov model parameters from traces collected over an actual network. Hence, it is virtually impossible to guarantee that the consequent FSM chain will have a transition probability matrix that (strongly or weakly [14] ) satisfies the lumpability condition. We thus argue that lumpability in its precise form is not generically applicable to wireless channel modeling. Chen and Rao [10] , [11] also evaluated an ON-OFF model that stochastically bounds the sojourn time distributions of the lumped good and bad states. However, and as asserted by [4] , an ON-OFF model assumes geometric (memory-less) distributions for good and bad periods which is not a valid assumption in most real-life channels.
Willig [12] proposed bipartite models for wireless channels. The accuracy of bipartite models depends on a selected value of complexity. We argue that model accuracy is not optional and even a low-complexity model should provide the requisite accuracy. Moreover, bipartite models require a large number of parameters to achieve a certain level of accuracy. Köpke et al. [13] used chaotic maps to model 802.11b bit-errors at low data rates (1 Mbps and 2 Mbps). Due to the focus on low data rates, in [13] it was observed that: (i) probability of bit-error bursts of more than two bits is very low, and (ii) there is almost no correlation in error traces. The chaotic map model in [13] ignores the correlation and captures only the heavy-tail behavior of bit-errors. While this assumption of "no autocorrelation in data" might be suitable for the particular experimental setup used in [13] , it is not generically applicable to network impairment data. In [8] , it was shown that lowcomplexity Markov models (such as hidden and hierarchical Markov models) are inadequate for modeling of an 802.11b link layer wireless channel. In [9] , the authors proposed two linear-complexity models which were reasonably effective in capturing 802.11b bit-errors.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we derived guidelines to accurately approximate Markov-based wireless channel models. Based on these guidelines, we proposed a constant-complexity model that comprises of five states irrespective of a binary Markov chain's memory-length. We demonstrated that the CCM, while providing orders of magnitude reduction in complexity, renders highly accurate models for wireless and mobile channels.
